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Abstract
Recent research shows the importance of linking linguistic knowledge resources for the creation of large-scale linguistic data. We describe
our approach for combining two English resources, FrameNet and sar-graphs, and illustrate the benefits of the linked data in a relation
extraction setting. While FrameNet consists of schematic representations of situations, linked to lexemes and their valency patterns,
sar-graphs are knowledge resources that connect semantic relations from factual knowledge graphs to the linguistic phrases used to express
instances of these relations. We analyze the conceptual similarities and differences of both resources and propose to link sar-graphs and
FrameNet on the levels of relations/frames as well as phrases. The former alignment involves a manual ontology mapping step, which
allows us to extend sar-graphs with new phrase patterns from FrameNet. The phrase-level linking, on the other hand, is fully automatic.
We investigate the quality of the automatically constructed links and identify two main classes of errors.
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1. Introduction
Linguistic linked open data (Chiarcos et al., 2013) is the idea
and movement of publishing linguistic resources according
to the linked data principles (Bizer et al., 2009). A pre-
requisite for releasing such data is to identify semantically
corresponding elements in distinct datasets. We describe
our work on linking two English linguistic resources, one
from the area of lexical semantics (FrameNet) and one being
a repository of linguistic expressions for knowledge-graph
relations (sar-graphs)1.
A sar-graph is a graph containing linguistic knowledge at
syntactic and lexical semantic levels for a given language
and target relation. Sar-graphs (Uszkoreit and Xu, 2013)
are a semi-automatically created resource which explicitly
links the semantic relations of knowledge graphs (Dong et
al., 2014; Lehmann et al., 2015) to the linguistic patterns
which can express these relations in natural-language text.
The current version of sar-graphs contains syntactic depen-
dency relations between content words, word senses, and
semantic arguments. The linguistic patterns in sar-graphs
are automatically acquired via a pattern discovery method
based on distant supervision (Mintz et al., 2009; Krause et
al., 2012). Thus sar-graphs can be directly applied to free
texts for relation extraction.
Early work on lexical-semantics resources has focused on
gathering information about individual words and their dif-
ferent meanings in varying contexts, the famous example
being WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998). Linguistic knowledge
resources that go beyond the level of lexical items are scarce
and of limited coverage due to significant investment of
human effort and expertise required for their construction.
FrameNet (Baker et al., 1998) is such a resource and pro-
vides fine-grained semantic relations of predicates and their
arguments. However, FrameNet does not provide an explicit
link to real-world fact types.
There is increasing research in automatically creating large-
scale linguistic resources, often these have been built on

1http://sargraph.dfki.de

top of existing resources. For example, BabelNet (Navigli
and Ponzetto, 2012) merged Wikipedia concepts including
entities with word senses from WordNet; a similar strategy
was pursued in ConceptNet (Speer and Havasi, 2013). Only
few approaches have included FrameNet in their linking
efforts (Scheffczyk et al., 2006; Bonial et al., 2013; Aguilar
et al., 2014). A particular example is UBY (Gurevych et
al., 2012), which provides a standardized representation for
several combined lexico-semantic resources via the Lexi-
cal Markup Framework. None of these approaches linked
FrameNet both to knowledge-graph relations and extended
it with linguistic patterns at the same time.
Much of the recent literature has dealt with the problems of
semantic role labeling and frame-semantic parsing (Gildea
and Jurafsky, 2002; Das et al., 2014; FitzGerald et al., 2015),
i.e., the automatic enrichment of sentences with FrameNet-
style annotation. Often, these systems suffer from a lack
of training data. Although several ideas to address this
issue have been presented (Giuglea and Moschitti, 2006;
Pavlick et al., 2015; Chang et al., 2015), the problem largely
remains unsolved. Our approach can support these systems
by increasing the amount of available training data.
In previous work (Krause et al., 2015), we have linked sar-
graphs to word-level lexical-semantic resources like Babel-
Net. We continue this line of work and describe in this paper
the ongoing effort of linking the data-driven sar-graphs with
the curated FrameNet. We also show that by enriching sar-
graphs with FrameNet data we can mitigate the notorious
long-tail distribution of linguistic phrases, which allows us
to reach higher coverage in extraction experiments.
In the following, we discuss two ways of linking sar-graphs
with FrameNet, which are in spirit of the large-scale efforts
mentioned above. We believe that both resources and their
respective applications can benefit from the coupling. Our
contributions are as follows:

• We present a phrase-level linking of FrameNet and sar-
graphs, which automatically identifies corresponding
sentence templates which indicate semantics shared
by FrameNet frames and sar-graph patterns, thereby



Sar-graph pattern

date person VBD person
FROM SPOUSE1 to marry SPOUSE2

In 1925 , he married Evelyn Beatrice

TIME PARTNER1 marry.v PARTNER2
PP[in] NP NP

subj dobj
prep in

Ext Obj

Dep

FrameNet valence pattern

Figure 1: Comparison of pattern formalisms from sar-graphs
(top) and FrameNet (bottom). Both representations connect
semantic arguments (FROM, SPOUSE1, SPOUSE2, TIME,
PARTNER1, PARTNER2) and lexical items (“to marry”,
“marry.v”) via grammatical relations (“prep in”, “subj”,
“dobj”, “Dep”, “Ext”, “Obj”).

tightly coupling both resources.

• We describe our evaluation methodology for the phrase-
level linking and report first results.

• Furthermore, we discuss our strategy for frame-relation
linking, which involves a manual ontology mapping
step.

• We illustrate the usefulness of this second approach to
linking by applying patterns learned from the FrameNet
data for relation extraction, one of the core applications
of sar-graphs.

2. The two resources
Sar-graphs Sar-graphs (DFKI LT Lab, 2015) are directed
multi-graphs. They are specific to a particular language and
knowledge-base relation (e.g., the marriage relationship).
The linguistic constructions contained in sar-graphs are mod-
eled as sub-trees of dependency-graph representations of
sentences. Each structure typically describes one particular
way to express the relation. The graphs are created in a
data-driven way by mining relation mentions from the web
and discovering patterns from the dependency structures
of the sentential mentions, applying an automatic filtering
step (Moro et al., 2013) for high-confidence patterns, and
finally superimposing and partially merging the relation
paraphrases. The top of Figure 1 depicts an individual pat-
tern from the marriage sar-graph, in which the semantic
arguments of the target relation are labelled with grammat-
ical functions in a dependency tree. In reality, sar-graphs
consist of thousands of such patterns. Currently, sar-graphs
are available in English for 25 semantic relations.

FrameNet The FrameNet Project (The Berkeley
FrameNet project, 2010) has created a lexical resource
for English that documents the range of semantic and
syntactic combinatorial possibilities of words and their
senses. FrameNet consists of schematic representations
of situations (called frames), e.g., the frame win prize
describes an awarding situation with semantic roles (frame

elements, FE), like COMPETITOR, PRIZE, COMPETITION,
etc. A pair of word and frame forms a lexical unit (LU),
similar to a word sense in a thesaurus. LUs are connected to
lexical entries (LEs), which capture the valence patterns of
frames, providing information about FEs and their phrase
types and grammatical functions in relation to the LUs.
Each pattern is illustrated by a set of annotated sentences.
An example valence pattern is shown in the bottom of
Figure 1.

Comparison of FrameNet to sar-graphs Sar-graphs re-
semble frames in many aspects, e.g., both define semantic
roles for target concepts and provide detailed valency infor-
mation for linguistic constructions referring to the concept.
However, there are some differences. FrameNet contains a
number of very generic frames (e.g., forming relationships)
that have no explicit equivalent in a sar-graph relation. The
database-driven sar-graphs also specify fewer semantic roles
than frames typically do, covering mainly the most impor-
tant aspects of a relational concept from a knowledge-base
population perspective. For example, the sar-graph for mar-
riage lists arguments for the SPOUSEs, LOCATION and
DATE of the wedding ceremony as well as a DIVORCEDATE,
while the related frame forming relationships additionally
covers, e.g., an EXPLANATION (divorce reason, etc.) and an
ITERATION counter (for the relationships of a person).
Above that, FrameNet specifies relations between frames
(inheritance, subframe, perspective on, using, causative of,
inchoative of, see also) and connects in this way also the lex-
ical units evoking the related frames. For example, frames
commerce buy and commerce sell represent perspectives on
the frame commerce good transfer, and link by the same
relation the verbs to sell and to buy. Sar-graphs are
currently not linked to one another.
Another difference is the relationship between lexical
items and their corresponding frames/sar-graph relations.
LUs in FrameNet imply frames by subsumption, e.g., to
befriend and to divorce are subsumed by form-
ing relationships. In comparison, sar-graphs cluster both
expressions that directly refer to instances of the target rela-
tion (e.g., to wed for marriage) and those that only entail
them (e.g., to divorce for marriage). This entailment is,
in turn, partly represented in FrameNet via frame-to-frame
relations like inheritance, cause and perspective.
We presented a more detailed comparison of the resources
in (Krause et al., 2015).

Linking sar-graphs to FrameNet Based on the similari-
ties between FrameNet and sar-graphs we propose to link the
resources on phrase level (Section 3.) and on frame-relation
level (Section 4.).

3. Phrase-level linking
Here, we describe our methodology for linking FrameNet
and sar-graphs on the level of phrases.
FrameNet 1.5 contains 74k valency patterns and more than
170k annotated sentences. We link them to two variants
of the sar-graphs, an automatically filtered version (~300k
phrase patterns) and a curated subset (~4.2k). Instead of
directly aligning the valency patterns with the corresponding
dependency patterns, we apply the sar-graph pattern discov-
ery pipeline to the FrameNet sentences associated with the



valency patterns. The phrase patterns extracted from the
FrameNet sentences are then matched with the sar-graph
patterns and serve as a proxy for the linking. Thus, we can
avoid the painful mapping of the two syntax representations.

Approach We filter the set of annotated sentences in
FrameNet for those that mention two or more frame ele-
ments. These sentences are then processed by a dependency
parser, after which sar-graph-like phrase patterns are ex-
tracted. We extracted more than 80k FrameNet patterns.
We determine corresponding patterns from sar-graphs and
FrameNet by comparing them via tree edit distance.2 We
only take into account the lexical level and syntax of the
patterns and ignore differences in the definition of semantic
arguments and their names, as these would be hard to resolve
automatically and would constitute an ontology integration
step (see Section 4.). The calculated distance d between two
patterns is normalized by the number of edges in the two
patterns. This allows us to order the links between FrameNet
patterns and sar-graph patterns by d and to discard all links
with d > threshold t. We furthermore exclude all links where
either of the patterns does not mention the source lexical
unit of the original valence pattern.
We define three classes of pattern-level links with examples
in Table 1:

• Exact match: d = 0.0. The link is correct if the patterns
are semantically equivalent.

• Subsumption: d > 0.0 and one of the two patterns is
syntactically fully contained in the other. Correctness
of the link requires that there is an entailment relation
between the patterns.

• Other: d > 0.0 and neither pattern is included in the
other. The link is correct if the meanings of the patterns
are related.

Statistics and linking errors We have conducted the link-
ing step and present the distribution of links across the three
classes in Table 2, for a threshold of 0.5 on the normalized
distance d. A large fraction of sar-graph elements were au-
tomatically aligned with their FrameNet counterparts. Since
the linking step is currently based solely on the lexical and
syntactic features of the patterns, there are two main causes
for semantically erroneous links:

• Semantic ambiguity: Linked patterns are not synony-
mous due to polysemy/homonymy. For example, a
sar-graph pattern for relation organization leadership
which contained the lemma to leadwas erroneously
linked to a pattern from frame cotheme, which uses this
verb to mean showing someone the way and not, as in
organization leadership, to be in charge of something.

• Argument-type mismatch: Patterns have a different
meaning because of the semantic types of their respec-
tive arguments. For example, the ORGANIZATION
of sar-graph patterns for organization leadership

2We used the algorithm by Zhang and Shasha (1989) as
provided at http://web.science.mq.edu.au/˜swan/
howtos/treedistance/package.html.

PSG:

SPOUSE1 to divorce SPOUSE2 TO

Hemingway divorced Hadley Richardson in 1927

subj dobj

prep in

P1
FN , exact link:

PARTNER1 to divorce PARTNER2 TIME

Anne divorced Mark Phillips in June

subj dobj

prep in

P2
FN, subsumption link:

PARTNER1 to divorce PARTNER2
Lawford divorced Pat Kennedy

subj dobj

P3
FN, other link:

PARTNER1 to divorce PARTNER2 EXPLANATION

She divorced me because of my ...

subj dobj
dep

Table 1: Pattern-link examples. PSG is a sar-graph pattern
for relation marriage; P1

FN, P2
FN, P3

FN are FrameNet patterns
from forming relationships that were linked to PSG.

Sar-graph variant Exact Subsumption Other

Curated 251 554 4,419
Autom. filtered 2,978 8,329 113,201

Table 2: Distribution of pattern links.

was matched to the element DEPICTIVE of frame
leadership, where the correct mapping would have
been to frame element GOVERNED. Consider the
difference between Informatica chairman
Sohaib Abbasi and deputy chairman
Eric Goodman.

4. Linking frames and relations
We now discuss how we integrate parts of the schemas
underlying the two resources, i.e., how we identify a subset
of the 1,019 frames in FrameNet 1.5 which correspond to
the 25 semantic relations for which sar-graphs are available.

Approach The ontology-mapping is conducted manually
as follows: for each of the sar-graphs we determine which
frames have a similar meaning by comparing their respec-
tive definitions and aligning the arguments of sar-graphs
with the frame elements. We focus on mapping the essen-
tial arguments from sar-graphs (e.g., ORGANIZATION and
PERSON in the employment tenure relation) on elements
from FrameNet (e.g., EMPLOYEE and EMPLOYER for frame
employment start).
The mapping of frames to relations is a many-to-many map-
ping, e.g., the relation employment tenure is mapped to 22
frames, among them the frame leadership. This frame is in
turn linked to the sar-graph relations organization leadership
and organization membership. Figure 2 shows an excerpt
from the frame-relation alignment.



Figure 2: Linked frames for sar-graph relation employment tenure.

Sar-graph variant FrameNet phrases # Correct extractions Recall improvement Precision loss

Curated no 42,639 — —
Curated yes 67,680 + 58.73% - 37.64%

Autom. filtered no 174,063 — —
Autom. filtered yes 184,343 + 5.91% - 9.18%

Table 3: Results from extraction experiment on ClueWeb.

We mapped 25 sar-graph relations to 260 frames, with the
number of frames per sar-graph ranging from 1 to 40. Some
of the more extreme cases are relation siblings, which is
linked only to the frame kinship, and relation acquisition,
which is mapped to lexical frames like commerce buy, com-
merce sell, shopping, receiving, getting, possession.
The semantic agreement and mutual coverage of an iden-
tified pair of frame and relation varies greatly. Acqui-
sition has a largely congruent extent with frames com-
merce buy, commerce sell, and shopping. In contrast, the
frame getting is more general than acquisition, e.g., does
not require payment for acquired entities and also con-
tains patterns not at all related to transaction of physical
goods. However, getting also contains lexical units like
to acquire and to get, which can be useful in con-
texts implying commercial business and buyer and seller
roles, e.g., Yahoo acquired Polyvore or Peter
got the novel from Amazon.

Extraction experiment We evaluated the impact of ex-
panding sar-graphs with FrameNet phrases with a relation
extraction experiment. In particular, we were interested in
whether the addition would substantially increase the cover-
age of linguistic expressions. We selected a set of approx. 30
million sentences from the ClueWeb datasets3 (The Lemur
Project, 2012) with linked mentions of Freebase entities
(Gabrilovich et al., 2013).
All sar-graph patterns were matched against the sentences

3http://www.lemurproject.org/

of the corpus in order to extract facts, as were the FrameNet
phrases which were part of a frame linked to a sar-graph
relation. We evaluated the detected relation mentions by
checking whether they were listed in Freebase. Table 3 dis-
plays the amount of correct facts that the two used variants
of sar-graphs covered, as well as the amount of them ex-
tracted after the addition of FrameNet phrases. We can see
that for both sar-graph variants, the extraction performance
substantially improves after the expansion step.

5. Conclusion and outlook

In this paper we presented the current state of our ongoing
work on linking our data-driven resource of linguistic ex-
pressions for knowledge-base relations with FrameNet on
two different levels of abstraction, i.e., on the phrase level
and on the level of frames/relations.
Regarding the phrase-level linking, we described our evalu-
ation methodology for the automatic aspect of the linking
process; in the immediate future we will use this to esti-
mate the quality of the established links. In the medium
term, we would like to combine this line of work with ap-
proaches for relation-taxonomy induction from sar-graphs,
which could help to automatically refine the hierarchy of
frames in FrameNet.
Furthermore, we showed that the manual relation-phrase
level linking can feed new relation paraphrases to the sar-
graphs, which boosts their performance in tasks like relation
extraction.
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